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URI alumna opens startup lingerie store Blizzard brings power
with help of Brown University graduate. outages, costly repairs
BY ALLISON FARRELLY
News Reporter

"[Our lingerie] has performance fabric so that a women
never has to worry whether.
A recent URI alum is mak- she's Working out, having a
ing interesting use of her baby, or on her period."
mechanical engineering and
Dear Kate was created
Spanish double major as COO with the same technology
of Dear Kate, a lingerie start- Sygiel used when launching
up company located in her Sexy Period line. "You
Providence, R.I.
don't have to worry about
Sharon Ruggieri graduat- anything getting on · our.
ed from URI in 2007 from the clothes and you can be comInternational
Engineering . fortable and confident [while
Program and continued on to wearing the lingerie]," she
receive her MBA from the said.
Massachusetts Institute of
The name Dear Kate was
Technology.
a collaborative effort.
In 2011, Ruggieri met
"We wanted a name that
Brown University graduate made people comfortable,"
Julie Sygiel who had just Ruggieri said. "People love
launched a line of ~ingerie in the name Kate and the conProvidence
called
Sexy cept we used was as if the line
Period.
would be an advice column or
"I was really interested in a women's best friend so we
entrepreneurship," Ruggeiri went with Dear Kate.''
said, and Julie and I had realSygiel and Ruggieri work
ly complementary skills and collaboratively each playing
got along really well."
into their strengths to help the
In
November
2012, company grow.
Ruggieri and Sygiel launch.e d
"Julie is the creative
Dear Kate, a line of functional genius," Ruggieri said. "She
lingerie for women.
has a great personality and
"We make beautiful lin- represents the company beaugerie for women, mostly bras tifully while I do a little more
and panties," Ruggieri said.' of the production side."
II

Besides being a startup
functional lingerie company,
another thing that makes Dear
Kate unique is that it is made
and sold only in America. "We
try to get as much of our
materials from the United
States and the lingerie is made
in New York," Ruggieri said.
Currently Dear Kate products are sold in boutiques and
maternity
stores
in
Providence, but Ruggieri is
hoping ·that in the future
they'll be able to expand to
stores such as Bloomingdales
and Saks Fifth Avenue.
Though Ruggieri is not
sure what the future holds for
her, for the time being she is
more than happy at Dear
Kate.
"Working for a startup is
so exciting," Ruggieri said. "I
will stay with the company as
long as my contribution is
helping it grow. Hopefully it
gets bigger than us!"
Dear Kate is currently
offering a promotional discount to all URI students.
Enter the code "rhodyrams"
at ·checkout to receive $10 off
your purchase.

Student organization to make medical
AUDREY O'NEIL
News Editor

~its

of InterVarsity at URI, Zach jelly, gauze pads, washcloths,
·Oliveira, attended an event and
water
purificatio_n
with other. members during sachets.
A community of students winter break that motivated
"The kits include differat the University of Rhode him to participate in the ent things like regular medIsland has joined together to "join-in."
ical gloves because a lot of
help others across the
"Over
winter
break, the times they just tie plastic
Atlantic Ocean.
myself and some of the other bags around their hands just
The
InterVarsity students went to this event because that is all that they
Christian Fellowship is a called Urbana where there ha:ve arid we also put differnational para-church organi- were 16,000 InterVarsity stu- ent creams [such as] the ointzation with a multi-ethnic dents from all over the coun- ment 'that helps with the
chapter at URI, which focuses try that went there, and while pain," Oliveira said. "It's a lot
on experiencing God, reach- we were there we made, I of things that they need there
ing out to the campus and think, [abo1,1t] 32,000 caregiv- but don't have."
changing
the
world. er kits in one night," Oliveira
Oliveira has made a pact
InterVarsity is teaming up s_a id. "So that was a really for lent with other students
with World Vision by having powerful experience and we so that they can help raise
a "join-in," in which students wanted to take that back to money to build the medical
are able to build medical kits the URI campus."
kits~
for caregivers in the Kingdom
"It costs $25 per kit to
The medical kits that are
of Swaziland who are work- being sent to · Swaziland build, so a lot of us are going
ing with people living with include essential items that on a drinking fast for lent
AIDS. The event will be held the caregivers need while where we are only drinking
on Feb. 27, 8 p.m., at the helping others. According to .tap water, so that is just one
Harge
Forum
in
the Oliveira, some of these items thing we are doing to sacriMulticultur.al Center.
include anti-bacterial soap, fice so that we can put that
URI Senior and president anti-fungal cream, petroleum money toward the kits,"
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afternoon in order to repair the
transformer, which was put out
of commission SatUrday night
The University of Rhode
Other damages incurred
Island was blanketed with more from Nemo included roof damthan two feet of snow this past age and .felled trees as a result of
weekend when Blizzard Nemo the pounding snow, ice and
struck the Kingston campus.
high-force winds.
Downed
Jerome.B. Sidio, the director power lines also presented a
of facility services at URI, said problem, and campus facility
that,. while there is no clear crews have been working
amount in damages tallied yet, around the clock to clean up all
the estimate is in the $40,000- of the storm's refuse.
$50,000 range.
The three main areas from
Sidio said one of the main . which the crews are attempting
issues caused by the storm was to remove snow as rapidly as
that one of the four main trans- possible are ro~ds, lots and sideformers on campus was blown, a walks. Campus facility teams
problem that could only be have been trying to inelt the ice
solved during daylight hours. on pathways so that students
To avoid several areas losing avoid walking through snow power, resident halls and other and mud.
buildings were transferred to the
_Sidio said that emergency
other three transformers.
services had immense difficulty
"We wanted to make sure navigating through the height of
that the residence halls stayed the blizzard, mduding that it
online," Sidio said. "We trans- was nearly impossible to ·see the
ferred the residence halls over to hood of the vehicle with the blizthese other lines and dropped zard's conditions. Driving was
some of the academic buildings. extrgmely hazardous in Rhode
It was a calculated risk to help Island during the most intense
the residence halls sustain their hours of the snowstorm, so ·
power."
much so that bans that included
Planned outages occurred
Continued on page 3
throughout campus on Sunday
JAKE MARROCCO
Sports Staff Reporter

to help caregivers overseas
Oliveira said. And also to
kind of be with them because
they don't get clean water, so
some kids ate doing it as a
way to humble themselves."
Through these experi- .
ences, Oliveira has used
InterVarsity to help overcome
personal experiences and
reconnect with God.
"I had grown up going to.
church <;~nd you.th group my
whole life, and then freshman
year I only came
to
InterVarsity once in a while. I
didn't come that often and ·
then over the summer I had a
lot of things happen in my
life and it made me really
want to reconnect w ith God,"
Oliveira said. " So I started
coming to InterVarsity more
my Sophomore year and ever
since then God has had me on
a roller coaster almost, it's
been· really-cool doing differen! things with my faith, and
living it out instead of it just
II

Nickel Brief:
Valentine's Day? "Ain't
nobody got time for that."
Kidding, have a great
Thurs / Valentine's day!

being a Sunday" thing."
In the future, InterVarsity
hopes to connect with others
and build more of a sense of
community at URI.
"At this event we are really hoping to create more of a
community and get together
with people from all different
parts of. school and unite
them for a good cause,"
Oliveria said. "We would
really like for InterVarsity to
have a large presence on campus and for people to know
that if you are ever going
through a tough time or just
want to check things out spirit'ually, that InterVarsity is the
place to go, and we will
accept them with open arms
no matter who they are."
InterVarsity at URI meets
every Wednesday at 8 p.m., at
the Hardge Forum in the
Multicultural Center.

Missed the 55th annual
Grammy ?Wards?

See page

5~
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CAMPUS
Platfolf!ls: Representative At-Large & College Representatives Spring 201j
Representative At-Large

waka waka nomnomnom. I'm Jordon and was .able to estabthe President of the GSA, lish an open line of communiJoe Korzeb
Secretary · of the College cation between the COP and
Democrats, and the current Student Senate. If elected, I
Fellow Students, My name
Senator from the College of plan to continue to represent
is Joe Korzeb, and I am a freshEngineering. ** You should and advocate for pharmacy
man running tor an At-Large
write me and Jacob Lanoie in students.
bid to the Student Senate. I am
for
President
and
Vice
a dual-major in Political
President too! No, Seriously. If
K yungwan Hong
Science and · Spanish, from
we haven't met ·yet visit Ellington, CT. If elected, I will
http: I I sitmonkey.com - otherHello, my name is Hong,
b~ing honesty and accountabilwise you already know how currently a P2 pharmacy stuity to the Student Senate. I
great it would be if I were dent, and I am very pleased to
believe that I share common
·President of the Student introduce myself as a student .
Senate.**
goals and interests with most
sen~te candidate. I have
of .t he student body. I humbly
worked diligently to become a
ask for your vote on February
College
of
Bus.iness student leader in various
13th or 14th. Thank you!
Representative
places such as URI department
of housing and academic
Tyler Meehan
Thomas Thees
enhancement center. if I
become a student senate, I will
Looking for that new fresh
Good afternoon URI, my humbly listen all the comlook to the student senate?
name if Thomas Thees and I ments about school and do my
Well, my name is Tyler Meehan
am running for Senate for the best to make this campus betand as a freshmen here at URI
College
of
Business ter and more exciting. Thank
I am ready to make an impact
Administration. My goal is to you!
in our university's community.
be an enthusiastic and effective
I was a peer leader and
voice for the student body. I
University
College
worked with student council
will work diligently everyday Representative
back in high school. I'm ready
to mak~ your student experito represent our students in a
My name is Aristides
ence in the College of Business
Joe Maynard
Emma Van Loon
positive manner and help Kappatos. I am running for at
not only the most fun but also
bring activities to our school large representative for URI's
" My name is Joe Maynard the most productive. I am comI believe I am well
that are so exciting, kids from Student Senate. My goal is to and I am currently running to mitted to excellence and equipped to hold this position.
UMASS will be jealous.
be involved in making helpful be an At-Large Representative improving the overall student I have attended the URI
decisions that benefit the stu- in the Student Senate. I would .experience.
Leadership Iristitu.te that URI
Adam Schmuter
dents as well as the university consider myself to be a valid
offers and have recently been
as a whole. I want to ·r epresent · candidate because I am dediTim Walker
invited to Phi Eta Sigma
I am running to be your the ·students .a11q.,enswe our cated and passionate about
National Honors Society. I am
representa.ti.ve ;because , Cain .y.qi~s . qr~ he,arq .~ th_rpug}:\ol,lt the iesponsibilit)l'afid duties'bf
I am cmrently on Student d~dicated to making . this
both a listener and a sp~aker. the URI community. I hope to the Student Senate, while also Senate as the University "school the best it can be and so
One term served, now looking serve you, the students( well as having a year of experience on College Representative. I that the student population at
ahead. TruSchmu 2013 - Settle a future URI senator. Feel free Senate. With an open min~i, I would like to represent you URI can feel that someone has
with Schmuter
to
contact
me
at ·plim on incorporating new and the College of Business their best interests in mind. I
akappatos@my. uri.edu
ideas and ri.ew opportunities to now that I am in the .College · am ready to serve URI. Please
Nicholas Hetland
better the University experi- for
Supply
Chain Vote Emma Van Loon.
Jacob Lanoie
ence. Thank you.
· Management. I am the kin d of
Hello URI! My ·name is
person who will listen carefulCaitie Runyon
Nicholas Hetland and I am
H~llo fellow URI students!
Luke Stabile
ly to you and bring your recrunning at large for a student My name is Jacob Lanoie and I
ommendations and concerns
Hey everyone! My name is
senate position. Currently I am am a sophomore accounting
My name is Luke Stabile to Dean Boyd. I want to make Caitie Runyon, I am a freshstudying civil engineering. major. There are many names and I am aspiring to become a the College of Business the man
running
for
the
When I am not enveloped in on that ballot and for that rea- member of the student senate. best it can possibly be!
University College Senate
my studies I am involved in son I am asking for your vote! I am currently a freshman tour .
Representative! My involvevarious club and intramural . )n the past I have been a guide as well as a member of
Lucy Gildein
ment at URI started at the
sports as well as Greek life. My Freshman J{epresentative and the best buddies organization
Leadership Institute the weekdedication to the university an
On-Campus on campus. As a member of
Hi my name is Lucy end before move-in; since then,
·along with my organization Representative. This time I am the Student Senate, I
do Gildein and I am a member of I've been a Leadership
and analytical skills make me a .. running as an At-Large my ~ery best to get other stu- the Women's Soccer team. I am Ambassador and have begu11
· great candidate to represent ' Representative. I believe that dents involved in campus looking forward to having the pursuing
the
Leadership
the student body and their my experience and my knowl- ·activities and rriake decisions opportunity of representing Minor here at URI. I am..also
goals. So let's get going!
edge help students and stu- that transform the University the College Business on stu- involved
in
Student
dent organizations move in a of Rhode Island into .a superior dent
senate.
Let's
Go Admissions Representatives
Peter Natowich
positive direction.
place to learn.
. · Rhody!!!!!!!!!!!! "We are all and Habitat for Humanity. I
. inventors, .each sailing out on a am ecstatic to be moreHello Rhody Rams! My
Jenna Solomon
Alva Poulos
, voyage of d iscovery, guided involved by becoming your
name is "Peter.Natowich and I
each by a private chart, of Senate · Rep for University
am running for a position on
Hi, my name · i_s Jenna
Hello, I am Alva Pqulos . which there is no duplicate. College!
the at-large representatives of . Solomon and I am rerunning and I am running to become an Th~ world is all gates, all
the Student Senate. As a repre- for Senate. I have been a part At-Large representative. I am -a opportunities." - Ralph Waldo
Brittany Siter
sentative, not only would I of the Senate family for a. freshman
·
majoring
in Emerson ·
want to hear what you have to semester now, and I have real- ·Psychology. On weekends I
My name is Brittany Siter
say, but I will want to put your ly enjoyed serving the commu- work
at
South County
College
Pharmacy and I am a freshman here at
of
words and thoughts into nity! Last sem-ester I was a Hospital as a CNA and I'm Representative
URI. I was treasurer of my senaction. I want to help_. you! member of the Cultural · also an associate member of
ior class in high school as well
Vote for me in the Memorial Committee, which was respon- Best Buddies for URI. I .have
Kristen Knoph
as the representative of my
Union on February 13th and sible for putting on Ace of had a lot of experience on stuschool on an exchange pro14th and your voices will be Cakes as well as various cam- dent councils in the past. I ·
My name is Kristen Knoph gram to Egypt in 2009. I am a
heard. Thank you!
pus projects. Please vote for think I'd be a great fit for the and I am running for reeleCtion great team player and a great
me so that I can tontinue being job, bringing your voice and for College of Pharmacy people person. If elected for
Ansley Stuart
· a part of this great organiza- ideas to the
Repn;sentative. I served in University College representa. tion!
table!
this position for the past year tive, I will do everything in my
My name is Ansley Stuart,
and I am looking .forward to power to give the underclassand I was born and raised in
Cara LoBianco
Brian Sit
another successful term. As the men (especially freshman) a
Vernon, New Jersey. I have
college liaison, I have built a voice. Vote for me!
; been on student senate for my
I'm Cara LoBianco and I'm
I'm Brian Sit & I'm great! strong relationship with Dean
entire freshman year and hope a dedicated and committed
to continue on senate for the sophomore
studying
rest of my college career here · Kinesiology and Nutrition. If I
at URI. I'm a political science get eiected to join Senate I
major and I have a passion for promise I'll put 110% effort ·
helping others through leader- into advocating for students to
ship. I really have loved s~nate make this university an even
so far, and would lqve nothing better place to learn. My studmore than to continue it.
ies are going toward helping
people in the future and I'd
Tyler Boiteau
like to start now as a member
of Student Senate.
My name is Tyler ·Boiteau
and I am running for a Student
Rachel McAteer
At-Large Representative. I
decided to join Student Senate
I'm Rachel. How ya doin'?!
because'! enjoy being involved With a semester of Senate
with what goes oon with the behind me already I'm hopingstudent body. I am a good can- to get i:e-elect~d as an At-Large
didate for this position because Rep. I won't bore you with
I have the experience from 'credentials' because we're all
.high school government and shining stars, but I will say that
time on Student Senate last I have genuinely ,e njoyed my
semester. With my experience time as an At-Large ;rep AND
and responsibility I will be would like nothing more than
able to help the student body to hold one of those seats again
have a great time.
sooo I would LOVE your vote!
You stay classy San Diego ... I
· Aristides Kappatos
mean URI.

will
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CAMPUS
Mama

'G_~ammys'

From page 5

From page 5

Chastain is able to walk that
fine line by absolutely selling
her character's transformation.
. While the core plot dynamIcs are solid, Musthietti is
unsteady when it comes to
exploring Mama herself. There
are points where it seems iike
he did not know how to incor~
porate
some background
details or a necessary character
action, so he awkwardly shoehorns in unexplained visions
for an exposition dump. And
when the plot arrives at its conch,tsion, the ideas behind this
end point are certainly unique,
although the execution could
have been refined. The special
effects become overly elaborate,
and the tone shifts suddenly
from out-and-out horror to
something doser to one of ·del
Toto's dark fantasies. Had the
. presence of these fantasy · elements been emphasized previously rather than rely on the
us~al ghost movie scares, this
shift would have felt more natural.
Because of these deficiencies, I would not exactly call
"Mama" a particularly good
horror movie. With that said I
appreciat~d
greatly .
Muschietti's ability to create
well-developed characters (a
.raroity in this genre) and inject
some creativity even amid the.
more familiar parts. I would
like to see what he could do in a
future. film, . perhaps taking
more hme to refine the screenplay, since it looks as though he
has the talent to pull off some~ing " _m ore
noteworthy.
Mama IS not exactly a smash
debut for the man, though it
shows glimmers of promise for ·
what he could possibly achieve
which is more than I can say fo;
the hacks typically hired to
~urn out a fast and cheap studio horror-movie.

ring finger by winning the
award for Best Pop Vocal
~lbum . Jay-Z and · Kanye
West were huge winners as
well, .
Best
R_ap 1Song
Collaboration and Best Rap
Performance. Country winner s
included
Carrie
Underwood for Best Country
Solo Performance and Zac
Brown Band won for Best
Country Album. Newbie and
nominee Hunter .Hays introduced Underwood as she
belted out her hit "Blown
Away."
The two standout perfo rmances were hands down
the Bob Marley tribute featuring Bruno Mars, Rihanna and
Sting as well as the late
singers two sons. This award
show also brought the return
of the incredible Justin
Timberlake who absolutely
smashed it with his performance of "Suit and Tie" chalk
full of sweet dance moves
and <). rapping portion with
Jay-Z himself. While they
didn' t cause a power outage,
the
performance
was
arguably the best o'f the n ight.
The
55th
Annual
Grammy Awards were seemingly predictable, the perform~n_ces by newcomers and
respected . music veterans
kept the night alive, fresh,
and going along wl.th a recurring theme of the night- fun,

· --

NCAA

Blizzard

From page 8

From page 1

-

.games in a row, losing their
credibility as dominant teams.
Syracuse, <'l ed by Rhode
Island native Michael CarterWilliams, lost back-to-hack
games against unranked
teams.
Then:, last week,
Florida lost by more than 20 to
a bad Arkansas team after they
were ranked No. 2 in the country.
·
Whether its Indiana's lack
of defense at times, Duke's
~njury ~rbblems, or Michigan's
mcons1stent offense, every
team seems to have its flaws .
The University of Miami is one
of the few teams that are really
playing well as of lately.
Miami, led by one of the
best big men in the . country,
K~nny Kadji, is on an 11-game
wm streak. During this span
they have beaten Duke, North
Carolina State, and twice beaten the University of North
Carolina. In the past three
weeks, Miami has sky rocketed
from being ranked No. 14 to
No. 3.
Another team that could
do some damage in the tournament is Gonzaga University.
G~nzaga has lopt two games
this year, . one against No. 11
Butler University and the other
against Illinois, but their
.rema,ini:r;\g~ch~dule is weak so
losing one of ' th~ir -r~;t '~ix
games could severely harm
their ranking and credibility.
In this year's NCAA
Tournament the -seeds won't
matter, the amount of banners
won't matter, and the school's
history won't mattei:. Expect a
great tournament, full of
underdogs and upsets. With
no far superior · team, any
school could walk into the
tournament and walk out with
the trophy,

Commurttta:tion;s:
lnt~active; Media*"'
):!urtr2 ti-sm
Jb!m iR~ta tions
1

fines and possible · prison sentences were instituted statewide.
After the fury of the blizzard
subsided, numerous fraternities
and sororities, the Welcome
Center, the Women's Center, the
Gateway Apartments and many
other buildings were left without_ electricity. However, the
mam reaso~ for this is that this
area is fedby the National Grid
circuit, which restored power to
all of its customers on campus
yesterday.
''~ ~ctual physical damage
to bmldmgs and facilities, my
inclination would be that we lost
more _tr~es and physical damage
to buildmgs during [Hurricane]
Sandy;" Sidio said. "Once we
tally the dollars loss, I think the
n~mbers will be greater for this
storm than they were for
Sandy .. .My guess is that the
dollar amounts will be higher
because of the freeze-ups."
The freeze-ups Sidio alluded to were mechanical systems
whose coils froze, expanded and
split, rendering them unable to
work and provide power. These
were some of the major ~d
most expensive fixes that had to
be made.
Sidio said he was impressed
by how well~prepared students
were, as most wore appropriate
footwear and heavy coats when
·going ·oiif'ln:·· the ;cold' and •icy
weather. He advises all on earnpus to always check Internet and
emergency service advisories to
be just as ready if another blizzard, hurricane or other natural
disaster mvades Kingston.

M8A-CFA~Tr~d4
~d Fma'!rdal

Analys-t}
MBA/RCM fHfdh tare
Managem~nt)~

s·enate votes
to approve
grant to fund .
E·.MA event
BY JAKE MARROCCO

Sports Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island Student Senate unanim?usly approved a programmmg contingency grant for
the
Electronic
Music
Association last night.
The $2,200 ·. grant will
cover 30 DJs and sound
equipment for the group's
12th annual, and final
"Dance til' Dawn" event:
EMA is looking to attract
more than 800 people and are
getting DJ Stunn a, .who .is
promine ~t in the genre of
drum and bass, to headline
the even!ng.
Lyla Hunt, president of
the EMA, says this will be the
last because it requires quite a
bit of time and effort to set up,
but the dub will be running
other events in the future.
"It's mostly just the
semantics of the [event];"
Hunt said. ~'It will be a different event that will grow in the
future, probably a · smaller
one. It's awesome, but I think
we will do something a little
di.fferent.in the future.
The event will take pl~ce
on Saturday, April 13 and the
d~ors will open at 7:30 p.m.,
with music beginning at 's
p .m. and ending at 2 a.m.
Ticket prices range from $7
for URI students to $10 for
general admission.
IN OTHER NEWS:
·
The Senate officially recognized the URI Cheer Club.
The group seeks to create an
environment for male and
female students who enjoy
cheeilead!ng as a hobby to
come together and learn routines. The club currently has
26 members and will hold
meetings on Thursdays at 7
p.m. at a !~cation that has yet
to be determined.
The Senate will vote next
~eek on a programming ~on
tmgency grant for the Slam
Poetry Club. The group
would use the $1925 to bring
a professional poet for a performance .
The Senate yoted to
oppose a Rhode Island Senate
Bill that would enforce RIPTA
bus fee J or all students who
atten~ a Rhode Isl'and college
or umversity. The fee would
be $50 per semester and cover
all rides from the service. The
group would like URI
removed 'from the proposal.

Go Rhody!
· '-',

...

"'

'·

\

'
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EDITORIAL
Pretty Young Thing
Ah. Love is [presumably] irt the air. It's Valentine's
Day and everyone who is anyone has a Valentine, right?
Probably not. This is the time of the year where tensions
can rise and relationships can take a turn for better or for
worse. This isn't to say that it happens to everyone, but it
seems as though ·stress levels rise because you can't seem
to figure out what exactly to get your Valentine . .The nonValentine-having people will tell you that you should simply drop it and treat it as a regular day. Those with
Valentines will tell you that you should spend it with your
loved one and treat it as a special day. The conflicts ideals
are imminent.
Don'thave a Valentine? Don't fret. There are a couple
of options for you. You can play out your day as any other
Thursday and wait for everything to simmer down, or you
can go out and try to find a last-minute Valentine or just
· enjoy yourself. Some people turn to anything completely
opposite frorri what today is "supposed to be" and watch
·g ory movies instead of romantic ones or go out with
friends instead of being cooped up with your love. Some
places you can meet others who may be in the same
predicament you're in is the gym or a dining hall. Find a
P.Y.T. all alone and from there you can build a relationship
that can turn out to be Beyonce and Jay-Z-esque. That's
love.
If you do have a Valentine, you're pretty much set. All
you have to do is make sure you're not agitating your
Valentine and there really isn't much to worry about. Go
out for dinner, cook dinner, light some candles - it doesn't
really matter. All that matters is that you both enjoy yourselves.
Don't be stressed out because of anything you're dealing with and use today as another day in your agenda.
Don't let the connotation of Valentine's day get to you.
Whatever situation you're in shouldn't affect you - be it
single or in a relationship. Don't isolatEf the day and live
your life how you choose. After all, today's only Thursday,
right?
·

& .OPINION

URI student writes about.mentoring
experience, encourages others to apply
Dear Cigar, .,
As freshmen we all felt the
excitement and urge to do
everything, simply because we
finally had freedom. We are
away from our parents, have
no curfew, and no chores
(maybe laundry), -finally we
all decide what is best. Then
·you begin to feel a strong
. sense of maturity and independence inside of you. But
is this actually · the case?
Suddenly you realize you miss
your mother., you do not know
.how to do laundry, you are the
messiest out of all your roommates, you miss class and
can't get extra help for some
reaspn. You think to yourself,
"this is not the student I used
to be." .
A URI 101 mentor
helps ease the transition from
high school to college in such a
way that he or she demonstrates how to use their independence positively in a fun
and educational atmosphere.
During the fall semester, mentors team up with an instructor to facilitate a class of 20 to
30 freshmen within the same
learning
community.
Throughout the
10-week
course, mentors play a vital
role in teaching their students'
about time management,
resources on campus, diversity awareness, community
involvement. and other important transition topics. Students
come into the class as anxious
freshmen and emerge as more
developed college students.
URI 101 is about networking with others. It is about

teaming up with not only your
co~instructor on a weekly
basis, but also with your students to . create a dynamic
classroom. You will work with
fellow mentors to exchange
advice and share strategies to
take advantage of the university.
My overall URI 101 experience was phenomenal. I feel
as if I was able to give back in
a positive way and help my
students both inside and outside of the classroom. Being a
mentor gave me a sense of
accomplishment every day. I
· say this because being a mentor is not just showing up to
class and being the "mentor,"
it meant ·interacting with students, helping them with
questions and concerns inside
and outside the classroom.
Throughout this mentor
experience I can faithfully say
that I ·· learned a . lot · about
myself and grew as a p~rson.
Being a mentor forced me to
become more attentive to
school, because I had a responsibility. Although. my students
may not know this, they motivated me in all aspects of life
to do better, for the simple fact
that I .viewed myself as a role
modeli therefore 1 did not
want to preach something to
them that • I was not doing
myself.
Throughout my 10-week
experience as a mentor, I concluded that an effective mentoring relationship is considered by having mutual JRUST,
RESPECT, being UNDERSTANDING of one another

(thoughts I feelings ).and having mutual empathy. A good
mentor m.u st be willing to
share real life experiences,
wisdom, and practical knowledge. Being ,a good listener,
observer and willing to dedicate time to students can also
be very beneficial.
As a mentor I felt as if I
was very approachable and
easy to talk to, which made me
comfortable with my students
and being in front of the class.
I made sure I put 100 percent
effort into knowing, accepting,
respecting and supporting my
students' goals, interest and ·
individualism. One thing I
noticed about my students is
that not all of them were selfmotivated or confident with
what they did and how they
did it, ther~fore, one thing I
made sure I did was offer constructive criticism to make
sure they believed in themselves. At the end of the 10
weeks, I made it clear to them
that although we were no
longer in the classroom setting, they can still view me as
their mentor and they should
not hesitate to contact me for
any questions or concerns.
Mentors do an amazing
job and an extremely important one at that. One must
have the desire to take on this
great leadership role. You all
have what it takes to be a mentor! Applications are available
online, (www.uri.edu/uri101)
and are due March 20. For
Questions, contact uri101mentor@gmail.com.
-Johan Molina
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Strong ·acting, characters save an
otherWise unremarkable ''Mama''
BY AUGIE KING
Entertainment Editor

Guillermo del Toro is a man
who genuinely loves horror
movies. Even when he isn't
making horror movies of his
own, such as '(Pans Labyrinth"
and "The Devil' s Backbone," he
is producinge original horror
works by newcomer directors.
Even though not all of them
have been of consistent quality
every
great
;'The
(for
Orphanage" there is an average
"Don't Be Afraid of the Dark"),
there has be.en a constant theme
of horror mixed with the dark
fantasy that his directed work is
known for. His new producing
effort, "Mama,'' is closer to the
lower · end of the spectrum,
although it's positive virtues are
strong enough to counterbalance the many stumbles along
the way.
Through a series of events
that start with the 2008 financial
crisis, a father kills his wife and
coworkers and then takes off
with his two daughters. The
three of them mysteriously disappear and aren't heard from
for five years. During that time,
the father's twin brother has
been tirelessly searching for
them, to the irritation of his

punk rocker girlfriend since the uncle'§ girlfriend, Annabel, and
two of them are strapped for the other sister in the opposite.
cash. When the girls are miracu- room.
Unfortunately, these scares
lously found alive, they are put
under their uncle's care in a are rather spaciously spread
house where. they can be apart, which leaves ,some secobserved and reintegrated back tions of the movie hanging with
into society. However, the dead air. But thankfullYr the actghostly being, who the girls call ing and character development
Mama, that looked after them is · uncharacteristically above
all these years, isn't too keen on . average for a horror picture.
them being taken away and The actresses playing sisters
Victoria and Lilly, Megan
begins terrorizing the couple.
and
Isabelfe
Ironically, despite being . Charpentier
ostensibly a horror movie, Nelisse, respectively, do a
"Mama" is more successful and superb job of portraying both
compelling when it comes to the the feral and sweet sides of
characters and the initial.prem- theSe girls. Their fi!st appearise th~ it is when it turns up ance after the . five-year gap is
the scares. The traditional trap- arguably scarier than any of
pings and beats of other ghost Marna's ghostly tricks, primariand haunted house movies are ly due to the coiwincingly wild
frequently. hit, so there is a been- and animalistic acting on the
there-done-that vibe that has to part of these two girls.
be overcome. While director
It also helps that the OscarAndres Muschietti (adapting nominated Jessica Chastain is
his own short film) doesn't have playing Annabel. Annabel's
a grasp on suspense as the best contentious relationship with
horror directors out there do, he the girls and her lfn.ease about
has verve to carry out these being shoved into a mother role
sequences to creepy enough she didn't ask for provides a
effect, and conceives of a few compelling backbone to latch
creative bits. The one that stood onto. Annabel could have easily
out the most was a sly camera been unlikable and annoying in
trick where it appears as if the the hands of a lesser actress, but
two sisters are playing with a
Continued on page 3
blanket, only for us to see the

- 'Gra-mmys·' put on p'redlctab.le; ..lt.fn show
WHI you be the
applicant they can't
afford to bring on?

Or the one they
can't afford not to7

the Emerging Leaders MBA at Bentley University is a
full-time, two-year program desigried specifically for recent or soon-to-be
college graduates. It provides a comprehensive foundation in business
management, offering students.the chance to gain hands-on experience
while specializing in one of eight oosiness-focused concentrations. So
when your opportunity arrives, you'll be prepared to make t\"Je most of it.
Visit www.bentley.edu/graduate/elmba to leam more.

BENTLEY
>PREPARE to stand out.

UNIVERSITY
wattl:\1lrn, MassacHusett&ll24li2

BY ANASTASIA MUCA
Contributing Entertainment Writer

The Gr.a mmys are . the
biggest party of the year for
everyone in the music industry. This years show brought
amazing
performances,
unlikely winners and of
course- shocking drama. Did
Chris Brown, who was seen
cozying up to Rihanna all
night, really refuse to give a
standing ovation when he lost
for Best Urban Contemporary
Album? Was that a British
accent Taylor Swift put on in
mockery of an ex-fling in her
renditi.o n of her single "We
Are Never Ever Getting Back
Together?" And was that seriously . Ad~le departing from
her signature black ensembles
in a magenta dress? I suppose
shocking is not exactly the
right word choice for these
events.
Although the drama of
the night was predictable, it
still made for a good show.
Taylor Swift opened up the
night in an "Alice ,in
Wonderland" themed set beltingout her summer hit. The
Grammy' s had a strict no lip
syncing policy this year and
according
-t o
Twitter,
Facebook, and other social
media the enforced rule really
showed during Swift's performance. The 23-year-old
singer shamelessly changed
the part of her song where she
mimics an ex-boyfriend trying to win her heart back by

saying "I still love you." She everywhere that there really
said the line in a British is qlJ.ality: singing pipes in the
accent, clearly taking a jab at star with her version of the
19-year-old Harry Styles, of ballad "Stay" with vocalist
One Direction, and then she Mikky Ekko. Kelly Clarkson
promptly said, "Sorry I can't, acknowledged two Grammy
I'm busy opening for the Lifetime Achievement Award
~inners, · Patti Page. and
· Grammys." Zing!
Speaking on ·behalf of Carole King, by performing
music lovers everywhere, we two of their songs "Tennessee
can all breathe easy knowing Waltz" and "(You Make Me
Like
A)
Natural
that "Call Me Maybe". did not Feel
respectively.
.win a prestigious Grammy Wom an,"
award last night. Adele beat Country besties · Miranda
out that catchy tune with her Lambert and Dier~ Bentley
"Set Fire to the Rain" in the doubled u p their duet by
Best Pop Solo Performance. singing both of their hits. Wiz
"We Are Youn g" by Fun won Khalifia and Miguel also hit
Son g of the Year · as well as the stage in a duet later in the
Best New Artist. Before the show.
Best
Urban
first award had been given, Contemporary Album winner
British pop stars, veteran ·Frank Ocean performed his
Elton John and an amazingly song "Forrest Gump" _w ith a
talented
newcomer
Ed stimulated backdrop that
Sheeran, performed '! rendi- made Ocean appear as if he
tion of Sheeran's hit "The A was running throughout his
:Team."
whole performance-just like
Mumford & Sons were Gu.mp. Maroon 5 and Alicia
also big winners of the night, Keys surprised everyone with
nabbing Album of the Year for how beautiful their voices
"Babel." The Black Keys won jived in their performances.
Best Rock Performance, Best
Gotye featuring Kimbra
Rock Song, Best Rock Album won Record of the Year and
and Best Producer. The Black Best
Pop
Duo/ Group
Keys pulled off a spectacular Performance for their smash
rendition of "Lonely Boy" "Somebody That I Used to
with the Preservation Hall Know " and Gotye won Best
Jazz Band and alongside th e Alternative Music Album as
legendary Dr. John, albeit well. Comebackwoman Kelly
wearing · a h u gely biza.He Clarkson added another
feathered headdress. While accessory to the one she
Mumford & Sons sang their recently received on her left
folk hit "I Will Wait."
Rihanna proved to critics
Continued on page 3
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"Com munity" continues trucking .-down
own path without creator Dan Harmon
BY RYAN GIBBS

Contributing Entertainment Writer

"Community" has finally
begun its fourth season without its Qriginal anchor, Dan
Harmon, but not necessarily
without its rudder or sens~ of
direction.
Harmon was effectively
fired from running his own
creation last spring, and since
then fans have been wondering what direction - for better
or worse - one of the· most
acclaimed sitcoms on televi~
sion would be . heading. It's
been a long time coming for
the fourth season premiere: it
was originally supposed to
premiere in October, b?t
moved all the way to
February thanks to NBC shifting its lineup around. The
legions of fans have waited
nearly a year for the answer
to
the
question,
"Is
Community still good without Dan Harmon?"
I don't know the answer~
to that question based on
"History 101," the longawaited season premiere.
Much like you can't judge a
show based on its pilot, you
really can' t judge the quality
of a season based on its first
episode without it containing
an obvious ''jump the shark"
moment. I was honestly
expecting one of two scenarios from ''History · 101": a
complete disaster, sharkjumping premiere" (something along the lines of the
first
episode of James
Spader's lone season as the
boss on "The Office," which
was completely. insufferable
and unfunny, and set the tone
for the disaster of a season we
received) or a great episode
that felt like Harmon hadn't
left,at all. I got neither option:
This was a pretty good
episode, but one that has a
Dan Harmon-shaped hole in
the center of it, one which I
hope can be repaired over the
course of the season.
Throughout the episode
there is a sequence of paro~
dies of laugh tracked multicamera sitcoms inside of a
daydream by Abed (Danny
Pudi). Additionally, these
scenes feature appearances by

guest star Fred Willard as
Chevy Chase's character
Pierce. The episode was likely
filmed before Chase's departure (but after his public feud
with Harmon, which it is likely referencing), so it makes
the scenes with Willard kind
of awkward. These sequences
tie into an internal crisis that
Abed is having about the
change inherent in leaving
school. It nicely mirrors fan
concerns about the show continuing without Harmon and
where the show will go without his hand (continuing it
through contrived situations,
more generically "wacky" sitcom plots).
It's a rather sweet sentiment by the show's remaining staff, but the sequences
are too frequent, an d the
episode feels scattershot as a
result. Harmon would have
probably advised for these
sequences to be fewer and
further apart, which would
not have made a unique idea
feel overused by the time the
episode was over. Later, a
parody of a contrived franchise-lengthening anima ted
spin off series appears within
the daydream. It's even more
ridiculou s and an even better
·idea to explore thah the other
parody, and it's kind of a
shame that almost nothing is
done with it before the plot is
resolved.
Additionally, there is a
meta-theme about this being
the characters' "last year" in
community college (which is
humorous to me, wh o have
spent five · flipping years at a
community college). This
couples with the fourth season potentially being the
show's iast that drives Abed's
inaction
throughout
the
episode while he is relatively
inactive with any of the main
plots.
The episodes plot takes
place around a ridiculous
obstacle course with "Hunger
Games" created by Dean
Craig Pelton (Jim Rash) for
seats in a popular, overbooked class. It is cute and
funny, put it doesn't lead to
the same satisfaction that the
rest of the show's more intri-

cate plots have lead in the
past. Jeff (Joel McHale) competes in the course to win
seats ' for . himself and his
friends while the rest of them
have B-plots. Troy (DoJ?-ald
Glover) and Britta (Gillian
Jacobs)'s plot about wishes in
a fountain really doesn't go
anywhere but is pleasant
enough. Jacobs and Glover
are probably the two best
actors in the series' ensemble
cast, and its rather great seeing them do so J?l.Uch with
what would be a ·waste of
time in the hands of less
accomplished
actors.
Meanwhile the p lot featuring
Shirley (Yvette Nicole Brown)
and Annie (Alison Brie)'s
attempting to prank the dean
and commenting on Jeff's
plan to leave, school after the
"semester" is far more interesting than either of the other
main plots. As for the other
two characters, Abed simply
s!ts around catatonic waiting
for his sequences to happen
and Pierce contributes noth.ing whatsoever.
While some of the a~tors
have nothing to do, or are
handed medio.cre plots, the
stories mesh well, and the
resolution
is
decent.
However,
"nearly
every
minute of this episode I kept
thinking how Dan Ha~mon
would have had certain
things presented. When you
remove a show runner for a
series the way Harmon was,
it disrupts the fiow of things
and often things like quality
suffers as a result. "History
101" provides inconclusive
evidence as to whether or not
"Community" is ruined forever. Instead it is just okay,
and I'm not sure how I feel
about that right now. WhaH
do know is that I did not like
this episode as much as the
vast
majority
. of
"Community" episodes, but
it is not nearly the worst
episode the show has done. I
look forward to seeing where
the show and its new runners
(David · Guarasico and Moses
Port, ·who created the short
but good CW series "Alien in
America") go from here.

Let's keep Southern Rhode Island clean
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Cigar writer offers unique
Valentine's Day film options
far they will go for one another.
And in the end (spoiler!), no matter how many jealous and overValentine's Day is here, and bearing mothers or psychotic
there are ·usually the same Willem ·Dafoes attempt to end
romantic movies that people their happiness, nothing can puU
bring up to watch with their sig- apart these inseparable young
nificant others. It can be a fun rit- lovers. Not for the faint of heart
ual to annually watch these par- because of the darker elements,
ticular movies at this time of the but those who can handle
year, but sometimes a little vari~ Lynch's patented weirdness will
ety is needed. Here are some find a lot to like in this jazzy mix
movie suggestions that are a lit- of rock-and-roll and road
tle separate from the norm movies.
and I or present romance in
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith"
unconventional ways.
As definitely one of the more
"Before
Sunrise"
and underrated action movies of the
"Before Sunset"
last decade, at least in my eyes,
I figured I would cheat "Mr. and Mrs. Smith" is one that
somewhat and include both I frequently revisit because of the
halves (soon to be thirds) of witty interplay and incredible
Richard Linklater' s tale of two chemistry of real-life · couple
people who encounter each Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt. As
other by chance on a train ;two spies working for rival agenthrough Europe and form a rela- cies that get entangled in the
tionship that does not fall into same plot, they are forced to go
the typical romantic formula. up .against one another in a fight
The first part, "Sunrise/' is the to the death. However, the two
more ·traditional of the two, as . soon realize that their ,relationJesse (Ethan Hawke) and Celine ship is much more important'
(Julie Delpy) fall in love during and special than the whims of
the course of a night, however their bosses, and eventually
the chemistry between the actors work together to uncover the
and Linklater' s superbly natural truth and repair ·their marriage.
and funny writing completely It is a very romantic ideal when
sells this. "Sunset". (through cir- you get to the core of it all. The
cumstances that lead to this ma:ny chases, gunfights, and
point ·in the story)- shows .that,
explosions are just the delectable
although they have gone their cherry on top of it alL Plus, bat- separate ways in the years since, tles of the sexes don't get much
the spark between them remains.
better than the mid-film brawl
Their personalities and interac- · between our two stars.
tions have matured beyond their
"Eternal Sunshine of the
early-20s selves in "Sunrise" and Spotless Mind"
the ambiguous ·ending leaves
Many people already know
their outcome a mystery, and yet about this modem classic, from
both films fit together in /perfect Charlie Kaufman and Michel
harmony. I had little knowledge Gondry' s wildly original storyabout these filllJ.S beforehand telling to the great performances
and now they are two of my of Jim Carrey and Kate Winslet,
favorites. ·
but I figured it is worth it to
"Wild at Heart"
repeat the praises again. As
David Lynch is not the first Ca.rrey' s character, Joel, is having
filmmaker that would come to his memories of a soured relamind as a ni:an with a romantic tionship erased, he begins to
outlook on life. His films are remember the good times that he
dark, surreal and disturbing and - and Clementine had together,
don't fit into any particular and tries hard to hold on. to them
genre. "Wild at Heart" is no dif- as they slowly fade from his
ferent from those, yet the rela- rnihd. With a more than capable
tionship between Sailor (Nicolas supporting cast, in addition to
·cage) and Lula {Laura Dem) the memorable leads, "1!\temal
gives the film an uncharacteristi- Sunshine" has rightfully earned
cally passionate edg~ for Lynch. · its place among the greats, and to
The film is structured as if Lynch spoil both its beautiful and bitis throwing all the craziness tersweet moments would do it a
found in his other works at this disservice.
deeply in love couple to test how
BY AUG IE KING

Entertainment Editor
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WALK AND TALK
·Everyone's .favorite weekly question

Freshman Allison Faria said, "My boyfriend lives
in California so we're going to have a Skype
date."

Freshman Christian Castano wHI be "Sharing
the love."
·

Freshman Matt Sirois s.aid, "I don't really care
for Valentines Day... so I'm going to Panera
'with my friends."

Freshman Brendan Sullivan said, "Roses are
red, violets are blue, tomorrow is Valentines
Day, I have no plans ... [what] about you?"

Freshman Nick Donovan said he's "just gonna
hang with my friends."

Junior DiAndre Nixon said he "bought [his]
girlfriend roses.• [is] taking her to dinner and .
will be telling her I love her. •

by phil flickinger (www.blundergrads.com)
BLAK£) I'M REALL'r' P·ISAPP.OINTEI>
. WtiH 't'OUR PAPE"R . MV TWELV£.<f£AR-OLD SON COULPlVC.
WRITT£N SOM£iHIN6 8ETT£R.
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Rhody

SPORTS
Munford's three lifts Rams past ftyers
BY MIKE ABELSON
Sports Editor

Every time Rhode Isl_and
and Dayton lock horns, something special seems to happen
and last night was no ·exception.
Junior Xavier Munford
drove the floor in five seconds
before putting up a wobbly,
contested three with 3.3 seconds left to lift the Rams to
show-stopping 75-72 win.
"We thought we played
really well," Rhode Island
coach Dan Hurley said.
"Defensively~second half- I
thought we were really
strong. X stepped up and
gave us an exhilarating win."
After Dayton's Kevin
Dillard hit a contested three
with 8.8 seconds left to tie the
game Hurley called a timeout
to set up the final play.
The ball was inbounded
to Munford who pulled up on
the- right wing, leaned right,
and threw up an awkward
shot with two Dayton defenders draped around him.
"I made a move to the left
and I saw the rim open up so

I just shot it," Munford said.
"It feels good. Our team we
just deserve it. We've just
been working hard. We've
been in a slump and we
d.eserved this win."
. The Rams have been a
solid three-point shooting
team all season, but last night
the'y were exceptional. Rhody
connected on 10-22 threes to
keep Dayton at bay.
The Rams shot 50 percent
and did not fall into the habits
that have plagued them
throughout
the
season.
Whenever Dayton put together a multi-possession run, the
Rams always seemed to have
an answer.
"We - had great focus,"
Hurley said. "I just feel like
we're comfortable in the
games that are close. Every
game minus three or four this
year could have gone either
way."
Rhode Island has generally relied on Munford to carry
the offensive load, and he did
lead all scorers with 18, but
the Rams ·spread the wealth
offensively." Freshman Mike
. Aaman pumped in 11 points

in 18 minutes of action and
sophomore
guard
Mike
Powell added 10 points while
also dishing out five assists.
Senior forward · Nikola
Malesevic stepped up and
played, perhaps, the most allaround. game of his URI
career. Malesevic had a double-double with 13 points and
10 rebounds. He also dished
out a game-high seven assists
as well as amassing a pair of
blocks and three steals.
"When you're in the arena
two hours before the game
and you see a guy dressed
and· out on the court earlier
than he's been, you know he's
locked in," Hurley said of
Malesevic. "He just made a
lot plays, a iot of tough guy
plays. He played the way we
need seniors to play."
The win keeps the Rams
in contention for the final
spot in theAtlantic-10 tournament. Rhody sits two games
behind Richmond with six
games left to play. The Rams
travel to Pittsburgh for a
'must-win game Saturday
against Duquesne University.

Bruins find success early in season
BY EMILY JACOBS
Sports Staff Reporter

bat now, he is the rock of this

team. Rask and his backup
goaltender, Anton Khudobin,.
A new face in goal, the have, to date, combined a .921
return of Nathan Horton and save percentage.
many familiar face~ are what
As is common with any
we were given at the start of sport, it takes a team to prothis 48-game Boston Bruins duce wins. This team of closeseason. As they took the ice knit guys has come out of the
Jan. 19 for the 2013 NHL sea- gate firing. Zdeno Chara,
son, fans didn't know what to Patrice Bergeron, Milan Lucie,
expect from their beloved Brad Marchand, Tyler Seguin,
Boston team.
and Horton are six big conSince then, the Bruins tributors so far to this season.
have accrued eight wins in 11 Unlike previous seasons,
games, the best start in fran- where it took a couple games
chise history. Could it be that and weeks to see a spark, the
the lockout gave the Bruins · fire was lit from d~y one.
an edge? Perhaps they knew Opening against the New
what they wanted during 113· York Rangers, the Bruins
day lockout; a successful sea- came away with a 3-1 victory.
son, a winning record and, of It is their constant effort and
course, the title of 2013 scrappy play that has proStanley Cup Championship.
duced good goals and great
It is unquestionable that wins.
things in Boston are going
Maybe it's the pressure of
right. For me, I attribute it to a 48-game season that has the
the core of this team, who has Bruins producing early. A 48been together for numerous game schedule is nothing
seasons. But why are they. compared to the regular 82having such a great start _to game season ..Wins need to be
this season? Look no further earned, and they need to
than goaltender Tuukka Rask, come ·quickly. · Every game
who is finally the starter, after thus far, the Bruins played
sitting behind 2011 Stanley with that mentality. The best
Cup MVP Tim Thomas for players have b'e en giving
most of the last three seasons. their all and, as a team,
Rask saw starts on occasion, they're getting the job done.

There has been some luck
.this season. Unlike the Boston
Celtics the Bruins have been
spared' injury their· top players. While the Celtics have
been falling one by one, .the
Bruins have only had one
concussionto
Shawn
Thor.nton- who is already
back on the ice.
As I watched the team
play on Tuesday, I saw a different drive. Despite the
shootout loss to the Rangers,
the Bruins ·didn't go down
without a fight. Down 3-0 in
the third period, they came
back to tie the game. They
came back to make it a game
the Rangers had to earn.
Although a rough night for
Rask; the team stood· behind
him, trusting· their number
one goaltender.
The success the Bruins
have been having is nothing
short of great. They have been
red hot. The team must take
the season one game at a time.
In the end, this record-breaking start won't mean anything
if they don't continue playing
hard. With only 38 games left
in this short season, the
Bruins must continue to strive
for big accomplishments
every week.

Time for Rhody baseball to
.shine in upcoming season
JONATHAN Sf(IDELER
Sports StaffReporter

It has been a tough year for
University of Rhode Island athletics thus far. The Rhody football team failed to win a game,
the men's soccer team finished
the season 4-11-3 and, although
the men's basketball has been
playing with· heart. and _determination on the court, it has yet
to tra:nslate to. winning games.
It is now time for the
Rhody baseball team to step up
to the plate both, literally and
figuratively.
Last season the team went
33-25-1 and finished third in
the Atlantic-10 with a 16-8 con~
feren~e record. With more than
a dozen impact players returning this season, the hopes for a
run at an A-10 championship
do not seem so far-fetched.
The Rams are a strong team
led by eight seniors. They are a
talented and cohesive group
that overcame adversity last
season when teammate Joe
Giancola passed away.
Four of the eight seniors on
this year's roster are pitchers
Mike Bradstreet, Rob Curran,
Sean Furney, and Bobby Dean.
The two seniors in the infield
will be Mike LeBel and Pat
Fortunato,
while
Chris
Famiglietti
and
Kevin
Stenhouse will be monitoring
the outfield.
Last season Bradstreet was
dosing games for the Rams, but
after a _long offseason of hard

work "Street" is now the Rams .
top-of-the-rotation
pitcher.
Furney will be the starter
behind Bradstreet while Dean
and Curran will come out of
the bullpen.
After missing last season
with a shoulder injury, LeBel is
ready to get into the swing of
things .. His last full season was
2011 when he started all 53
games, batted .274, stole 24
bases- and crossed home plate
49 times. LeBel is.also URI's alltime home run leader with 24.
Fortunato played in all 59
games last year and led the
Rams in multi-hit games with
11. He batted .265, drove in 33
runs and had an on-base percentage (OBP)of .363.
After transferring from
Texas A&M-Corpus Christi,
Famiglietti sat out his sophomore season at URI and had a
.solid debut as a junior. In 52
games he led the team in walks
(40) and stolen bases (23), batted .277 and had an OBP of .430
at years end.
. Last season Stenhouse had
a leg injury that limited him to
38 ganrres. In those games he
batted .303 with an on base percentage of .434. Stenhouse was
named the MVP of the Futures
Collegiate Baseball League,
where he played baseball during the summer.
The season journey begins
this week for the Rams who are
traveling down to Tallahassee
to take on the No. 11 ~ranked
Florida State Seminoles..

Expect.underdogs a~d upsets
in 20·13 NCM Tournament
BY COLIN HOWARTH
Cdntributing Sports Reporter

If you were to ask me last
month who I thought was the
most dominant team in college
basketball, I probably· would
have told you Duke University.
Last week? I probably would
have said the University of
Michigan. Today? I have no
idea.
For the past five weeks
straight, the top-ranked team
in the country has fallen. With
a little more than four weeks
left
until
the
NCAA
Tournament, there is still no
dear favorite ..
Last year the University of
I<;:entucky was easily the best
team in the count1-y They lost
two games all year, and swept
through
the
NCAA
Tburnament beating teams by
more than 12 points a game ~
Although ·
Indiana
U_niversity, Duke University,
and the University of Michigan
have looked like the dear
favorites all year, they have all
proven they are heatable.

Michigan and Indiana have
both lost to unranked teams in
the past week, Wisconsin and
Illinois respectively. Although
Duke has only two losses on its
resume, the Blue Devils have
barely been escaping close
_games against poor teams such
as Wake Forest University and
Boston College.
Then there are the teams
that have s.eemed dominant at
one point in the season, but
have proven that they cannot
be trusted.
These teams
include Syracuse University,
University
of
Florida,
University of Kansas, and
University of Louisville. All
four of these teams have been
ranked in the top three sometime in the last four weeks;
now none of them stand in the
top five.
Kansas, who had an · 18game win streak . earlier this
year, and Louisville, who was
ranked No. 1 in the country
four weeks ago, both lost three
Continued on page 3

